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TheÂ ESV Large Print Value Thinline BibleÂ includes 10-point Bible text, a quality TruTone cover,

and a concordanceâ€”all in a portable format that is less than 1 inch thick. Containing the complete

ESV text, theÂ Large Print Value Thinline BibleÂ offers tremendous value for a large print Bible.

Features:  Size: 5.375" x 8.375" 10-point Lexicon type 1,328 pages Black letter text Double-column,

paragraph format Concordance Smyth-sewn binding Lifetime guarantee Packaging: O-wrap

Imitation Leather: 1328 pages

Publisher: Crossway; Lea Lrg edition (February 29, 2016)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 1433550288

ISBN-13: 978-1433550287

Product Dimensions:  5.7 x 1.2 x 8.9 inches

Shipping Weight: 1.4 pounds (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     4.4 out of 5 stars       115 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #5,632 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #34 inÂ Books > Christian Books &

Bibles > Bibles   #986 inÂ Books > Religion & Spirituality

Have to agree with the other reviewer. this is a really nice bible but either the pages are too thin (a

problem with most bibles) or the printing is too dark (probably the issue here) but you can see the

text on the other side of the page and it's really bad. what i would love to see is a bible that prints on

regular paper, not this "bible tissue paper" stuff. i don't care if you break it up into 3 or 4 volumes, or

if those volumes were thick. just print on regular paper. if anyone knows of something like this,

please reply to this review. i'd love to know about it. i'd just love something that was easy to read.

but it seems too many bible makers are more concerned with a "thin" bible that is easy to carry

around.

Probably need glasses, but wish the font was a little bigger.Also pages are so thin than the words

from the other side show through like most Bibles, but it makes it harder to read.The book is thinner

than I expected (about an inch) and the leather cover is nice.

As I have gotten older my vision has declined so I decided to get a large print Bible. The print on this



Bible is slightly larger than my other Bible, but not significantly larger and I still have a bit of a hard

time reading it. But I am going to keep using it to see if I can adjust.

The ESV version is both accurate and easy to read. This size has a font that is easy to read while

being easy to Cary.

Beautiful feel on the Bible. Pages are a bit stuck together but that's probably just because it's so

new. Love the leather cover

This is a beautiful-looking book, but I sadly cannot use it. I have great eyesight and sometimes

notice the text on the other side of the page in my other Bibles. But the text on the other side of this

Bible bleeds through so much that my eyes cannot focus enough to read it. I purchased this

because I needed the ESV (wonderful translation) with text large enough to use in the pulpit. It has

a great feel and size. I can't read this comfortably in my office. Add some lights and nerves, and the

bleed-through effect is a deal-breaker. Sadly, I work overseas and won't be able to return this for

another model. I also miss the bookmark, which I wish I had noticed before purchasing. Should

have read the reviews...

I love this bible. The letter size makes for a better read and the texture of the book is great as well.

absolutely beautiful bible, very impressed, love it a lot!!
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